
Best of VMware Cloud and multi-cloud logs

Seamless integration and 
comes with every VMware 
Cloud on AWS subscription

Third-party
extensibility

Sophisticated
analytics

Actionable
dashboards

Most Out-of-the-Box
cloud content and

service support

KB insights into 
VMware SDDC

Collecting and analyzing data at scale and log data 
can be chaotic. The complexity only increases 
when you need to extract deeper insights

Lack of operational
visibility 

Machine data is generated 
across multiple layers and 

traditional log management 
tools often lack capabilities 

for observability of
log complexities.

Inability to analyze and
monitor in real-time

Difficulty in finding patterns
and structure from large

amounts of data

Businesses need to lessen troubleshooting time that was left reliant on 
vendor analysis for root cause and impact assessments. Depending on
the level of support services, this can take hours or even days.
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VMware Subscription Manager integration allows for immediate access
to vRealize Log Insight Cloud for centralized log visibility.

Start your journey with enterprise-level
log management

Arrange, monitor, and organize logs to find the root 
cause and reduce troubleshooting complexities

Integrate and automate log
visibility into your VMware 
Software-defined datacenter

Access vRealize Log Insight Cloud 
service with your VMware Cloud 
on AWS subscription

View live log streams in 
real-time without access 
breach concerns

Log collections across VMware Cloud
and multi-clouds with extensive 
Out-of-the-Box cloud content

Get actionable insights with intuitive visualization 
and intelligent querying across VMware SDDC, 
VMware Cloud and multi-clouds

No-limit logs through
log partitions

Create structure from 
unstructured data
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Move from logs as ‘last mile’ 
to intelligent insight into your 
log collections

Rapid troubleshooting and 
root cause analysis with 
cross-cloud stitching and
NSX Cloud flow support

Reduce the noise and time
to resolution with enhanced 

filtering by showing only
logs of interest

Get trigger alarms, 
comprehensive KB insights 
into trends and themes for 

event-related resolutions

KB historical insights
and analysis

Monitor and manage data
at scale with unlimited

logging observability and 
flexible pricing

Observability
Get monitoring and visibility 
capabilities across your 
multi-clouds to detect log 
events and patterns in log data

Segregate and retain log data 
to meet compliance needs

Active troubleshooting
Drill down on data to gain 

insights and perform root cause 
analysis when failures occur

Get actionable insights from your log data today!
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Visit vRealize Log Insight Cloud

Get ahead of all obstacles and become
the most valuable player with vRealize Log Insight Cloud

Turn a chaotic log management experience 
into a business driver

Transform your log management experience 
into an agile business driver

VMware vRealize Log Insight Cloud
levels up your log visibility game

Root cause analysis
powered by AIOps

https://www.vmware.com/products/vrealize-log-insight.html#logiq_service_request_access_form

